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September 10, 2014 
To whom it my concern 

CELSYS, Inc. 
 

CELSYS will introduce courses with “CLIP STUDIO PAINT” for creating illustration and manga for cram 
schools, colleges and universities, aiming to develop the Taiwan’s educational market with the partner in Taiwan. 

 
CELSYS will introduce courses with “CLIP STUDIO PAINT” for creating illustration and manga for cram schools, colleges and 

universities in Taiwanwith GrandTech C.G. System Inc. (GrandTech).  The courses with “CLIP STUDIO PAINT” will be 

provided at each school serially this fall. 

In Taiwan, there are about 200 schools*1 including cram schools, colleges and universities having art and design courses and about 

80,000*1 students are studying there.  CELSYS finds the opportunity in that solid education market in Taiwan, where the 

Japanese contents are especially popular compared to the other countries and the Japanese software “CLIP STUDIO PAINT” 

exclusive for creating illustration and manga will be suited for those students of art and design,and will develop the market 

aggressively in cooperation with GrandTech.  

 

CELSYS has been distributing the software forillustration and manga “CLIP STUDIO PAINT PRO” and its high-end version 
“CLIP STUDIO PAINT EX” in English and Chinese (traditional) since September 2013.  The packaged version of “CLIP 
STUDIO PAINT” has been sold as “Manga Studio 5” in North America and Europe since the end of 2012 attracting a lot of 
graphic creators.  Furthermore, its French and Spanish versions were released on July 2014.  CELSYS will keep supporting 
creators’ activities around the world through “CLIP STUDIO PAINT.” 
*1 Ministry of Education, Taiwan ( http://www.edu.tw/ ) 

 

 

CLIP STUDIO PAINT PRO Traditional Chinese version 
 

 
 

GrandTech is a leading value-added software distributor and stock-market listed company in Taiwan, established in 1991.  
Starting to cultivate Education market in Taiwan specialized in 2D and 3D industry for years.GrandTech has already successfully 
builtthe leading marketing service platform in Asia in several segmental business categories, main business is in computer 
graphics,imaging, multimedia software and information security categories.  With Headquarter based in Taipei Taiwan, 
GrandTech hasproactively set up its branch offices in Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and 
Jakarta, whichprovide customers with a wide range of original and integrated digital solutions.  GrandTech has represented global 
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GrandTech C.G. System Inc. 
 

http://www.edu.tw/
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top brand products such as Adobe, AME, Wacom, CELSYS, Corel, Symantec, TrendMicro, Oracle, Ruckus, OKI, Canon, HP, 
Unity, ATI, Shure and perform with an outstanding value-added marketing experience in each region. 
 

 
 It is a paining tool compatible with Windows/Mac OS X, implemented with natural and smooth drawing touch and powerful 
processing ability to lightly handle high-resolution and multi-layer works.  “CLIP STUDIO PAINT PRO” for illustration includes 
all features for illustration such as pen tools with natural and real touch, brush tools with versatile painting expressions, painting 
tools to efficiently and beautifully paint, and making single-page manga.  “CLIP PAINT STUDIO EX”, the high-end version of 
“PRO”, including features for managing multi-page works and improving work efficiency and quality on top of the functions of 
“PRO”, is the best for creating manga. 
 “CLIP STUDIO PAINT” has been used by more than 600,000*2creators around the world since its release on May 2012. 

*2Trial version included. 

■CLIP STUDIO PAINT http://www.clipstudio.net/tc/  

■CLIP STUDIO PAINT twitter https://twitter.com/clipstudiopaint  
 
 

 
CELSYS was established in May 1991. CELSYS operates creator support business including providing production tools 

such as "CLIP STUDIO PAINT“ and “Comic Studio” for manga, illustration and anime, and operating the web site for 
creators’ activities. Our goal is to be a total solution provider for graphic contents through supporting creators’ production 
activity from content production/viewing environment to distribution and communication via contents.  
 
URL ：http://www.celsys.co.jp/en/  
 
© CELSYS, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

CELSYS, CLIP, CLIP STUDIO, IllustStudio, ComicStudio and RETAS STUDIO are trademarks or registered trademarks of CELSYS, Inc. All other company 
names and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 

 
Note: All of the information described here is correct at time of publication, but may have changed.  

 
 

CONTACT  
For Media  

4-15-7 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan  
TEL： 81-3-5304-0855  
FAX： 81-3-5304-1933  

Kanehiro Suzuki  
e-mail: press@artspark.co.jp  

 
For General  

e-mail: info@celsys.co.jp  
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